specified values. We provide a strategy for switching organized as follows. In section II, the algorithm of Modiano between these packet sizes and show that is optimal in the is briefly explained. In section III we discuss the proposed sense of maximizing the one step efficiency. The algorithm and derive its optimal parameters for maximizing throughput efficiency of the proposed adaptive scheme is the one-step efficiency of the protocol. In section IV, analyzed for a constant bit-error-rate channel and for two numerical and simulation results obtained in this study are state Gilbert-Elliot channel. The results show that the discussed. We conclude this study in section V. throughput efficiencies of this scheme under high and moderate bit-error-rates are slightly less than that of II. ADAPTIVE SCHEME OF MODIANO Modiano's algorithm. However the scheme is attractive because of its simplicity.
Throughput, which is a measure of the efficiency of the protocol for delivering useful data, is dependent on the packet I. INTRODUCTION size, the overhead bits and the channel bit error rate. The efficiency of a selective repeat ARQ (SR-ARQ) protocol for A major concern in data communication is the control of agvncanlerrrt a egvnb 5 transmission errors caused by the channel degradations. In a given channel error rate can be given by [5] wireless links, there is a high probability of bit errors in a EFF ( k 1
(1) packet because of multi-path signal fading and interference.
Y k + h (1 -(k+h) In order to improve the throughput efficiency of an ARQ protocol in these channels, a number of adaptive schemes haveocol bn dhevsed [1-5]es a shmber co adapt' modlaio where k is the number of information bits, h is the number of hand/r cdevin [1] ,adApt betwee A co ls [2-4,ltor header bits in the packet and p is the channel bit error rate. and/or coding [1] , adapt between ARQ protocols [2] [3] [4] packets is known, a packet size can be chosen which R, f(p|R) maximizes the one-step efficiency of the protocol. A Markov k(1 _ k+h chain analysis, which evaluates the steady state perfornance EFFR (k)= f f(p-R)dp
(2) of the algorithm for static channel conditions, was also done.
The algorithm assumes that the transmitter uses a framing mechanism to accommodate variable packet sizes. Hence, no If a uniform prior distribution for p is assumed then (2) can additional communication is required between the transmitter be simplified to yield [5] and the receiver for the purpose of coordinating the packet size. 
The proposed adaptive algorithm uses only two packet sizes, R=O R) which can be termed as the short packet size (S) and the long (10) packet size (L). We consider two thresholds for switching where between the short packet and the long packet. If (9) ((10)). To EFF(p)= .P+qS q + hPL.q 1 2~~~~~~~~~~S +hL + h prove this we show that each of the two factors in (9) is (14) maximized at t1 = 0 and that each of the two factors in (10) Using (11) through (15) along with t1 = 0 (M = Msv), is maximized at t2 = 1 (complete proof is given in [6] place aon o e atand the optimal packet size may be either short or long. In transition from short to long and PLS for transition from long this model we assume that the transitions between the two to short. These transition probabilities can be given as states occur according to the exponential random process of follows: respectively, are also shown in these figures. In Fig. 1-3 436-439 1975 BERs the efficiency increases. At low BERs, the efficiency Vol.2 No., pp. 436-439, 1975. . '~~[4] Y. Yao, "An effective Go-Back-N ARQ scheme for is quite close to that of the optimum algorithm. In Fig. 4 whereas the proposed procedure has only a fixed short packet 6 size. The performance at very low BERs is closer to that of the optimal and is slightly better than that of Modiano's 
